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ABSTRACT
The volumetric contraction accompanying solidification
of molten metal manifests in defects like shrinkage cavity,
porosity, centerline shrinkage, corner shrinkage and sink.
These defects can be minimized by designing an
appropriate feeding system to ensure directional
solidification from thin to thick sections in the casting,
leading to feeders. Major parameters of a feeding system
include: feeder location, feeder shape and size, sleeves
and covers, feeder neck shape and size, chills, and fins. In
this work, we investigate the effect of these parameters on
directional solidification by mapping the temperature
gradients between the hot spot in the casting to the hot
spot in the feeder. The maps are generated by plotting
temperature at different locations along the centerline
from part hot spot to feeder hot spot. The gradient maps
can be easily interpreted, providing a clear insight
regarding the occurrence of a particular shrinkage defect,
and also an indication of how to overcome the same. The
methodology is illustrated by presenting six industrial
case studies, one for each feeding parameter, covering

ferrous castings produced in sand molds as well as nonferrous castings produced in permanent molds.
Key Words: Feeding System, Solidification Simulation,
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BACKGROUND AND SCOPE
In general, casting defects can be eliminated by
optimizing and controlling manufacturing process
parameters, or by making the methods design and thereby
part quality more robust to changes in process parameters.
Ideally, both approaches should be combined to aim at
zero defects. This is particularly important in the context
of shrinkage related defects, which are perhaps the most
prevalent and critical in most of the gravity-poured
castings– ferrous as well as non-ferrous. These include
shrinkage cavity (in short-freezing range alloys),
shrinkage porosity (in long freezing range alloys),
centerline shrinkage (in long thick sections), corner
shrinkage, and sink as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. (a) shrinkage cavity, (b) shrinkage porosity, (c) centerline shrinkage, (d) corner shrinkage and (e) surface sink

Shrinkage is a natural phenomenon that is unavoidable.
Since different parts of a casting solidify at different
instants of time, the volumetric contraction that occurs
during the phase change at any particular location leads to
a local vacuum. This is filled by molten metal flowing
from adjacent hotter sections, which are themselves fed
by even hotter sections. In a casting with different wall
thicknesses, the direction of solidification is from thin to
thicker to thickest sections. The feed paths are in the
reverse direction, from thickest to thinnest sections,
aligned along the maximum temperature gradient, which
is in turn perpendicular to the local solidification front.
The hot spot, that solidifies last, feeds the rest of the
casting directly or indirectly, ending up with a shrinkage
cavity. In long freezing range alloys, the defect is
distributed in the form of shrinkage porosity around the
hot spot.
Shrinkage defects in a casting can be minimized by using
an appropriate feeding system. The most important
element is the feeder, designed to compensate the
solidification shrinkage occurring at the hot spot in a
casting. Feeders can be in various shapes– cylindrical
being the most common, which can have variations like
its side being straight or tapered, bottom being flat or
spherical, and the top being open or blind. Other elements
of the feeding system include feeder neck (connection
with the part), feeder sleeves and covers (that can be
either insulating or exothermic), chills (external or
internal), and fins. All these elements affect the
directional solidification of the casting, by increasing or
reducing the local heat content and heat transfer. The
volume of additional metal poured due to feeders reduces
the yield. Their removal increases fettling costs, and
leaves undesirable marks on the casting. The variation in
cooling rates affects the microstructure and properties,
which become non-uniform. The design of an optimal
feeding system, to achieve shrinkage defect-free casting
along with the desired properties at the maximum possible
yield is a challenge for foundry engineers, and has
received considerable attention from researchers
worldwide.
Traditionally, feeding design has its basis mainly on the
determination of last solidifying region and ability of
feeder to feed this region. Heine1 proposed that regions
with the highest modulus (ratio of volume to cooling
surface area) in castings are either potential regions for
shrinkage porosity or feeding source for other regions.
Thus modulus approach is used to identify last solidifying
regions as well as design an appropriate feeder.
Availability of sufficient feed metal volume is checked
using the equation eVf = a (Vf +Vc), where e is the feeder
efficiency, a is solidification shrinkage, Vc is casting
volume, and Vf is feeder volume. The feeder efficiency is
typically 15% for normal (uninsulated) feeders in sand
molds.

Early work carried out by Pellini2,3 and his co-workers
established the distance to which feeders are effective by
analyzing the radiographic test results of plain-carbon
steel castings. They showed that the feeding distance of a
top feeder in plates is equal to 4.5 t (feeder effect of 2 t
plus end effect of 2.5 t), where t is thickness, and ‘plate’
is defined as width/t ≥3. The experimental results from
various sources were compiled by the Steel Founder
Society of America4 in the handbook ‘Risering Steel
Castings’. It contains charts, monographs, equations, and
procedures to assist foundry engineers for feeder design.
The effect of various sections and junctions in a casting
on solidification sequence was compiled by Kotshi5.
The above approaches are not easily applicable to
complex castings since it is difficult to divide them into
simpler sections for the purpose of modulus calculation.
Campbell6 states in castings with curved sections, cored
features and feedaids, the assumption of uniform heat
transfer rate at the metal-mold boundary is no longer
applicable. Experiments on the shrinkage depth of feeder
(pipe) showed that volume of feeder for most industrial
castings is overestimated by the equation used for the
computation of feeding volume mentioned earlier7.
The above limitations are overcome by the use of
computer simulation of casting solidification for feeder
evaluation and optimization. The mathematical model of
casting solidification is solved using computational
techniques like Finite Element, Finite Difference, and
Boundary Element Method. The first one involves finite
element approximation to the solution of the general
energy equation for the given volume and the bounding
surface consisting of sub-surfaces governed by the
boundary conditions, including specified temperature,
specified flux, convective heat transfer, and radiation heat
transfer8-10. Lewis11, demonstrated the use of FEM for
optimization of feeder shape and volume of a hub casting.
They investigated several geometric variants within
allowable constraints using FEM and finalized the design
with considerable reduction in size of feeder. Kuyucak12,
compared feeding rules for steel casting as documented
by Steel Founders’ Society of America4 and suggested
corrections based on Niyama criterion and their
simulation studies.
The major results of casting solidification simulation are
the values of temperature at different locations in the
casting at different instants of time. From this,
temperature gradients between different locations, and
cooling rate at a given location can be computed. These
results enable visualizing and interpreting the progress of
solidification front and time. Ideally, feeder should be the
last to solidify. If any point inside the part solidifies later
than the feeder, it may lead to a local hot spot and thereby
a potential shrinkage defect. This requires revision of the
feeding system design. The revised feeding system is
simulated to evaluate its effectiveness, and the cycle is

continued till the optimal feeding system – one that gives
the desired quality at the highest yield, is obtained.
The numerical simulation techniques are based on
manipulations of huge matrices and iterative calculations,
making them computationally intensive – a major
limitation. Casting simulation can take 40-80 hours for
even a medium complexity part such as valve body,
depending on the type of computer and technical
competence of the user13,14. This is comparable with the
time taken by an actual foundry trial. The type of analysis,
element type, mesh size, and the availability of correct
values of temperature dependent material properties as
well as metal-mold heat transfer coefficients greatly
influence the accuracy of analysis and time taken for the
same15. The modification of the CAD model of the
casting with feeder, for each iteration, adds to the cycle
time and hinders automation of the entire process.
Ideally, casting simulation should require minimal user
inputs, should be easily operated by typical methods
engineers in foundries, and should take less time than
actual trials. The predicted results should match actual
observations for at least major defects like macro
shrinkage porosity, assuming simulation and shop floor
parameters are the same.
In this context, we show that the total time for feeding
system design and optimization can be significantly
reduced, by mapping and interpreting the temperature
gradients between a hot spot in casting and the closest
feeder attached to the casting. The maps may be generated
using any solidification simulation program that allows
measurement of temperature at specified points along the
center line of casting sections at a particular instant of
time. The various parameters of feeding system design
that are handled in the current investigation, and the
proposed methodology, are described next.
FEEDING PARAMETERS AND EVALUATION
In this work, we investigate the effect of different
parameters of feeding system design on the directional
solidification of castings. Major parameters that are
covered here include: (i) feeder location, (ii) feeder shape
and size, (iii) exothermic / insulating sleeves and covers,
(iv) feeder neck shape and size, (v) chills, and (vi) fins.
The combinatorial explosion due the huge number of
combinations of these parameters, multiplied by the time
taken to simulate and evaluate each combination,
prompted us to explore a new approach to feeder design
and optimization.
The solidification of different regions in a casting can be
visualized to some extent by temperature maps in
different cross-sections. The temperature values at a
particular instant of time can be generated by
conventional casting simulation programs. Fig. 2 shows a
stepped casting and the temperature map in the vertical

section passing through the middle. The highest
temperature (hot spot) is seen in the centre of the thickest
section. This feeds the adjacent middle section, which in
turn feeds the thinnest section that solidifies first. The
shrinkage occurring at the hot spot can be prevented by
connecting a side feeder. The temperature profiles with
undersized and correctly sized side feeders are shown in
Fig. 3. While it is clear that the feeder has a bigger hot
spot compared to that in the part for the second layout,
this does not guarantee feeding unless sufficient gradients
exist in the intervening region.

Fig. 2. Casting model and temperature map

Fig. 3. Temperature map with an undersized feeder
(top) and optimally sized feeder (bottom)

The feeding criterion and directional solidification can be
better visualized and evaluated by plotting the
temperature at points along the center line of casting
sections, versus their distance from the hot spot in casting
(Fig. 4). In both layouts, the hot spot in the feeder is about
60 mm (2.4 in) from the hot spot in the casting. For the
first layout (temperatures plotted with a square marker),
positive gradients are seen up to a distance of about 25
mm (1 in) from the feeder (solid line), and the remaining
distance of 35 mm (1.4 in) exhibits a negative gradient
(dashed line). This clearly implies that the feeder will be
unable to feed the hot spot in the casting. In the second
layout (temperatures plotted with circular markers), the
gradients are positive throughout, indicating a strong
possibility of proper feeding.
In general, the line connecting the highest temperature
values in adjacent sections is perpendicular to the local
isothermal contour that represents the solidification front.
The temperature gradient line can capture 3D information
about directional solidification that cannot be easily
visualized using temperature maps of a cross-section.

top feeder of diameter 40 mm (1.6 in) and height 60 mm
(2.4 in). This resulted in a shrinkage cavity as seen in Fig.
5 (top). The temperature gradient map was generated by
plotting the temperature along the center line from the hot
spot in the casting to the feeder (Fig. 6). It shows that the
feeder is effective for a distance of only 50 mm (2 in)
toward the hot spot. There are negative gradients (dashed
line) from the hot spot to a distance of 90 mm (3.5 in)
toward the feeder, implying that the feeding is in reverse
direction. The hot spot acts like an internal riser and
results in a shrinkage cavity, as observed.
Fig. 4. Temperature map for (1) original and (2) revised
layouts

The temperature values are obtained from a solidification
simulation program AutoCAST-X16 developed in the EFoundry lab at IIT Bombay, based on Vector Method17.
The program generates temperature maps in a selected
cross-section, and allows measurement of temperature at a
specific location in the cross-section using a ‘temperature
sensor’ at the cursor.

To ensure continuous positive gradients, the feeder is
enlarged to a diameter of 65 mm (2.6 in) and height 90
mm (3.5 in), and brought closer to the hot spot, to the side
of casting, as shown in Fig. 5 (bottom). The temperature
gradients (line 2 in Fig. 6), indicate a reduced feeding
distance of about 115 mm (4.5 in), and a shrinkage-free
casting. This was later verified by shop floor trials and
incorporated in regular production. The yield increased
marginally from 68% to 57%.

In subsequent sections, the effects of different parameters
in a feeding system are described and evaluated using the
temperature gradient plots. For each parameter, a different
industrial case study is presented to illustrate the proposed
methodology. Each case comprises an original layout and
a revised layout. The temperatures at various points along
the centerline of casting sections are plotted against the
distance of the points from the hot spot, which is at the
origin. If the temperature gradient (ΔT/Δx) is positive
between a pair of points, then directional feeding is
expected to take place between the points (from higher to
lower temperature), and the line is shown solid. If the
temperature gradient is negative, it indicates obstruction
to feed metal flow, and is shown with a dashed line. To
enable correct comparison, the two sets of temperature
values in the original and revised feeding system are
plotted at the end of the same length of time from the start
of solidification.
FEEDER LOCATION
Ideally, feeder should be connected to part surface at a
point that is closest to the hot spot inside the casting. The
point should be either above the hot spot (for top feeder)
or on the side (for side feeder). Constraints such as an
intervening thin section, a curved feature, or user
specifications may not allow connecting a feeder close to
the hot spot in casting. Alternative feeder locations can be
compared based on the temperature gradients between the
feeder and the casting hot spot. If there is continuous
positive temperature gradient from the hot spot to feeder,
then the feeder is expected to work properly.
The effect of feeder location is illustrated with an
industrial example of a ductile iron railway insert
produced by Disamatic process. The overall part size is
176 mm (7 in), average thickness is about 20 mm (0.8 in),
and weight is 1.4 kg. The original methods design had a

Fig. 5. Original layout with top feeder (top) and revised
layout with side feeder (bottom)

Fig. 6. Temperature map for (1) original and (2) revised
layouts

FEEDER SHAPE AND SIZE
The size and shape of a feeder should ensure that it
solidifies later than the hot spot in casting that it is
expected to feed. Spherical feeders have a longer
solidification time compared to cylindrical or oval feeders
of the same volume, owing to the difference in cooling
surface area. The feeder shape is also driven by other
constraints like available space, type of metal (short
freezing range alloys exhibit more pronounced pipe and
therefore require taller feeders), and molding constraints
(undercuts). The temperature gradients between the feeder
and the hot spot in the casting enable comparing
alternative designs of feeder.

feeder is enveloped with an exothermic sleeve of 10 mm
(0.4 in) thickness as shown in Fig. 9 (bottom). The
corresponding temperature gradients (line 2 in Fig. 10),
indicate smooth feeding from feeder to part hot spot, and
a shrinkage-free casting.

Consider the example of a ductile iron manifold casting
produced by sand casting process. The casting is of
overall size 380 mm (15 in), and weighs 6 kg. The
original methods design had four cylindrical side feeders
of diameter 40 mm (1.6 in) and height 60 mm (2.4 in).
This resulted in a shrinkage cavity as seen in Fig. 7 (top).
The temperature gradient map (Fig. 8) shows that the
feeder is effective for a distance of only 37 mm (1.5 in)
toward the hot spot. There are negative gradients (shown
by dashed line) from the hot spot to a distance of 7 mm
(0.3 in) toward the feeder, implying that the feeding is in
reverse direction.
The feeder shape was changed to one with spherical
bottom and tapered sides. Its top diameter is 40 mm (1.6
in), bottom diameter is 55 mm (2.2 in), and height is 60
mm (2.4 in), as shown in Fig. 7 (bottom). The
corresponding temperature gradients (line 2 in Fig. 8),
indicate better feeding from feeder to part hot spot, and a
shrinkage-free casting. The loss of yield was minimal.
FEEDER SLEEVES AND COVERS
Sleeves and covers, which could be either insulating or
exothermic, reduce the heat transfer rate from feeders,
ensuring it remains hotter for a longer time. Thus a
smaller feeder can be used, improving feeding efficiency.
This also usually eases fettling.
The effect of feeder sleeves and covers is illustrated by
the example of a cast iron compressor casting produced
by sand casting process. The casting is of overall size 170
mm (6.7 in), and weighs 3.2 kg. The original methods
design had a conical side feeder of top diameter 30 mm
(1.2 in), bottom diameter 35 mm (1.4 in) and height 60
mm (2.4 in). This resulted in a shrinkage cavity as seen in
Fig. 9 (top). The gradient map generated by plotting
temperature values along the center line of sections from
the hot spot in the casting to the feeder shows that the
feeder is effective for a distance of 20 mm (0.8 in) only
toward the hot spot (Fig. 10). There are irregular and
negative gradients (dashed line) from the hot spot to a
distance of 115 mm (4.5 in) toward the feeder, implying
that the feeding is in reverse direction. The hot spot acts
like an internal riser and results in a shrinkage cavity, as
observed. To ensure continuous positive gradients, the

Fig. 7. Original layout with cylindrical feeder (top) and
revised layout with spherical base feeder (bottom)

Fig. 8. Temperature map for (1) original and (2) revised
layouts

temperature gradient maps. The casting is of overall size
200 mm (7.9 in), and weighs 12 kg. The original methods
design had a conical side feeder of top diameter 50 mm (2
in), bottom diameter 60 mm (2.4 in) and height 105 mm
(4.1 in) with a square neck of side 35 mm (1.4 in). This
resulted in a shrinkage cavity as seen in Fig. 11 (top). The
temperature gradient map was generated by plotting
temperature values along the center line of sections from
the hot spot in the casting to the feeder (Fig. 12). It shows
that the feeder is effective for a distance of 55 mm (2.2 in)
toward the hot spot, covering only half of the total feeding
distance. There are irregular gradients with negative slope
(dashed line) from the hot spot to rest of the distance to
the feeder, implying that the feeding is in reverse
direction. A shrinkage cavity is observed at the hot spot,
as predicted.
Keeping the feeder dimensions the same, the feeder neck
is enlarged to a width of 40 mm (1.6 in) and depth of 50
mm (2 in), as shown in Fig. 11 (bottom). The
corresponding temperature gradients (line 2 in Fig. 12),
indicate better feeding from feeder to part hot spot. Since
cast iron experiences little overall shrinkage contraction,
these gradients are sufficient, resulting in a shrinkage-free
casting. The loss of yield was negligible.

Fig. 9. Original layout (top) and revised layout with
exothermic sleeve (bottom)

Fig. 11. Original layout (top) and revised layout with
larger feeder neck (bottom)

Fig. 10. Temperature map for (1) original and (2)
revised layouts

FEEDER NECK
The neck connects a feeder to the casting, allowing feed
metal to flow through it to the hot spot in the casting.
Hence its solidification time must be in between that of
the feeder and the casting hot spot.
An industrial example of a cast iron carrier casting
produced by sand casting process shows how to compare
alternative designs of feeder necks based on the

Fig. 12. Temperature map for (1) original and (2)
revised layouts

CHILLS IN MOLD
Chills increase the local rate of heat transfer (compared to
other surfaces of the casting in contact with mold),
reducing the local solidification time. Their shape is
usually rectangular or cylindrical; they may also be
contoured to match the casting surface (form chills).
Chills are usually used to eliminate the need for an
additional feeder for a minor hot spot.

gradients, leading to better feeding from feeder to part hot
spot. This was verified by shop floor trials, which
produced good quality castings as seen in the figure, and
the new design was incorporated in regular production.

The location, shape and size of chills can be evaluated
using the temperature gradient maps. Consider the
example of an aluminum alloy disc casting produced by
gravity die casting process. The casting is of overall size
680 mm (26.8 in) and weighs 9.5 kg. This part has high
rejection due to corner shrinkage cavity at the rib junction
as shown in Fig. 13 (top). The temperature gradient map
shows that the feeder is effective for a distance of only
115 mm (4.5 in) toward the hot spot (Fig. 14). There are
negative gradients (dashed line) from the hot spot to a
distance of 75 mm (3 in) toward the feeder, implying that
the feeding is in reverse direction. The hot spot acts like
an internal riser and results in a shrinkage cavity, as
observed.
The defect was reduced by placing a rectangular copper
chill of size 50 mm (2 in) x 75 mm (3 in) x 25 mm (1 in)
in the die, as shown in Fig. 13 (bottom). The drop in
relative temperature enables better feeding, as indicted by
the corresponding temperature gradients (line 2 in Fig.
14).
FINS ON PART
Fins have a similar effect as chills; both increase the local
heat transfer rate. Unlike chills, the fins represent a
change in part design. This implies fewer process
parameters (chill coating thickness, correct placement,
etc.) and therefore better process consistency, though this
comes at an additional cost of fettling and machining the
fins.
The effect of fins is illustrated with an example of a steel
frame tube casting, which forms the base part for
fabricating the housing of traction motor of railways. The
casting is of overall size 760 mm (30 in) and weighs 1300
Kg. It is produced with eight top feeders. Still, shrinkage
porosity was observed during machining the inner faces,
resulting in high rework and rejections as shown in Fig.
15 (top). The temperature gradient map between the hot
spot in the casting to the feeder shows that the feeder is
effective for a distance of only 225 mm (8.9 in) toward
the hot spot (Fig. 16). There are negative gradients
(dashed line) from the hot spot to a distance of 70 mm
(2.8 in) toward the feeder, implying that the feeding is in
reverse direction. The hot spot acts like an internal riser
and results in a shrinkage cavity, as observed.
To overcome the problem, the use of fins was explored as
shown in Fig. 15 (bottom). The corresponding
temperature gradients (line 2 in Fig. 16), indicate higher

Fig. 13. Original layout (top) and revised layout with
chill (bottom)

Fig. 14. Temperature map for (1) original and (2)
revised layouts

followed by its size, are the most important parameters
affecting directional solidification, and are essential to
eliminate major hot spots in castings. Feeder sleeves
improve its efficiency, enabling a smaller feeder, leading
to higher yield. The feeder neck plays a critical role in
conveying the feed metal from the feeder to the casting
hot spot, and appears to be sensitive to even small
changes in its design. Chills and fins have limited affect,
and are best placed near minor hot spots, eliminating the
need for additional feeders. For the sake of clarity, the
case studies contained only one hot spot, requiring a
single feeder. The approach can be readily applied to
castings with multiple hot spots, by mapping the
temperature gradients for each hot spot separately.

Fig. 15. Original layout (top) and revised layout with
fins (bottom)

The critical lower value of temperature gradient will be
different for various metals and geometric configurations.
This is a topic of further investigation. The proposed
methodology can be automated by computer generation
and interpretation of temperature gradient maps, followed
by computer modification of feeding system design, and
verification by casting simulation. This is expected to lead
to a new generation of software programs for feeding
system design and optimization with little or no human
intervention.
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